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Abstract 32 

Angry reactions to moral violations should be heightened when wrongs befall oneself in 33 

comparison to when wrongs befall acquaintances, as prior research by Molho and colleagues 34 

(2017) demonstrates, because aggressive confrontation is inherently risky and therefore only 35 

incentivized by natural selection to curtail significant fitness costs. Here, in three pre-registered 36 

studies, we extend this sociofunctional perspective to cases of wrongs inflicted on siblings. We 37 

observed equivalently heightened anger in response to transgressions against either oneself or 38 

one’s sibling relative to transgressions against acquaintances across studies, whereas 39 

transgressions against acquaintances evoked greater disgust and/or fear (both associated with 40 

social avoidance) in two of the three studies. Studies 2 and 3, which incorporated measures of 41 

tendencies to confront the transgressor, confirmed that the elevated anger elicited by self or 42 

sibling harm partially mediated heightened inclinations toward direct aggression. Finally, in 43 

Study 3 we compared tendencies to experience anger and to directly aggress on behalf of siblings 44 

and close friends. Despite reporting greater affiliative closeness for friends than for siblings, 45 

harm to friends failed to evoke heightened anger relative to acquaintance harm, and participants 46 

were inclined to directly aggress against those who had harmed their sibling to a significantly 47 

greater extent than when the harm befell their friend. These overall results broadly replicate 48 

Molho et al.’s findings and theoretically extend the sociofunctionalist account of moral emotions 49 

to kinship. 50 
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Suppose someone tossed a family member’s smartphone in a pool for their own 55 

amusement. How would you feel? Now imagine that the phone belonged to a stranger. In our 56 

lived experience, rage or repugnance often arise unbidden as reflexive responses to immoral acts. 57 

From an evolutionary perspective, notwithstanding the idiosyncratic influences of culturally or 58 

developmentally contingent factors, our emotional reactions should be calibrated to maximize 59 

genetic fitness (Holbrook, forthcoming; Tooby & Cosmides, 2008). Here, we explore the 60 

strategic nature of emotional responses within the context of moral transgression. 61 

A growing literature highlights anger and disgust as characteristic responses to immoral 62 

acts (e.g., Hutcherson & Gross, 2011), although debate continues with regard to whether they 63 

truly motivate distinct responses (Nabi, 2002), or why a given individual may experience anger 64 

versus disgust in the aftermath of a moral violation (e.g., Russell, Piazza, & Giner-Sorolla, 65 

2013). From an adaptationist perspective, the variation in anger versus disgust responses 66 

triggered by moral transgressions plausibly derives from the distinct functional outputs of each 67 

emotion. Anger motivates tendencies toward directly aggressive confrontation (Carver & 68 

Harmon-Jones, 2009), including overt punishment of immoral transgressors (Seip, Van Dijk, & 69 

Rotteveel, 2014), to deter future transgressions (Sell, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2009). In contrast to 70 

anger, disgust-sensitivity predicts tendencies to avoid the use of violence (Pond et al., 2011). 71 

Rather than direct confrontation, disgust motivates “social distancing” from transgressors 72 

(Tybur, Lieberman, & Griskevicius, 2009), in a pattern theorized to minimize the likelihood of 73 

exposure to such actors and to potentially marshal punishment indirectly via others (Curtis & 74 

Biran, 2001). 75 

To explore the distinct functional roles postulated for anger versus disgust, Molho and 76 

colleagues (2017) experimentally manipulated the fitness costs inflicted by moral transgressors.  77 
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They reasoned that, because direct aggression (i.e., verbal or physical confrontation) motivated 78 

by anger intrinsically involves risk (i.e., related to physical or social counterattack; Archer & 79 

Coyne, 2005), anger responses should be more pronounced when moral violations incur greater 80 

fitness costs. Directly confrontational punitive responses are theorized to incentivize 81 

transgressors not to repeat their harmful behavior, thereby reducing future fitness costs to a 82 

degree sufficient to offset the costs inherent to the risk of confronting the transgressor (Fischer & 83 

Roseman, 2007; Sell et al., 2009). Angry responses to relatively uncostly violations would be 84 

selected against, as the benefits of reducing minor costs through aggressive deterrence would be 85 

outweighed by the substantial possible costs inherent to confrontation. Accordingly, on Molho et 86 

al.’s sociofunctionalist account, moral violations that incur fewer costs should tend to arouse 87 

disgust, and hence the less immediately effective, yet less costly strategy, of social distancing 88 

and indirect retribution (e.g., negative gossip about the transgressor; Archer & Coyne, 2005). To 89 

test these predictions, Molho et al. assigned some participants to imagine being personally 90 

violated and others to envision the same violations inflicted on an acquaintance (also see 91 

Hutcherson & Gross, 2011). As anticipated, they found that immoral harms to the self elicited 92 

greater anger, which in turn predicted greater motivation to directly aggress against the 93 

transgressor, than did the same harms inflicted on an acquaintance. Conversely, transgressions 94 

against acquaintances evoked greater feelings of disgust, and disgust was positively correlated 95 

with inclinations to indirectly aggress (for a pre-registered conceptual replication, see Tybur et 96 

al., 2019) 97 

Whereas anger appears intrinsically linked with approach-motivation and direct 98 

aggression (Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1998), the extent to which disgust is uniquely linked with 99 

avoidance-motivation is less obvious, given that fear similarly precipitates withdrawal from 100 
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threatening stimuli. Holding aside the evident differences between disgust and fear (discussed 101 

below), both emotions are elicited by threat cues and deter risk-taking. Indeed, trait disgust-102 

sensitivity tracks individual differences in risk aversion (Sparks, Fessler, Chan, Ashokkumar, & 103 

Holbrook, 2018) and positively correlates with anxiety and tendencies to avoid harm (Olatunji, 104 

Armstrong & Elwood, 2017). Accordingly, in the present research on emotional responses to 105 

transgressive behavior, it seems plausible that fear would not only significantly correlate with 106 

disgust, but also evince a somewhat similar pattern of positive association with indirect, but not 107 

direct, aggression toward the transgressor. Like inclinations to feel greater disgust when the costs 108 

inflicted are relatively modest, inclinations to feel greater fear would also broadly accord with a 109 

sociofunctionalist account to the extent that both disgust and fear deter direct aggression in favor 110 

of less risky responses to transgressors. 111 

Despite their coarse thematic similarities with respect to risk-avoidance, disgust and fear 112 

also display distinct input-output relationships and thus may not operate equivalently in contexts 113 

of moral transgression. For example, experimental exposure to images of pathogen-relevant 114 

threats (e.g., feces) trigger not only self-reported disgust but also low-level increases in immune 115 

function, whereas exposure to fear-relevant images suggesting violent threat do not (Stevenson et 116 

al., 2011). Likewise, disgust-evoking images (e.g., maggots) have been found to sustain attention 117 

relative to fear-evoking images (e.g., pointed guns), consistent with the function of disgust in 118 

motivating relatively deliberate assessment of contamination risk and appropriate counter-119 

measures, whereas fear of exigent threats tends to motivate rapid responses (Van Hoof, Devue, 120 

Vieweg, & Theeues, 2013). Consistent with this interpretation, fear, but not disgust, predicts 121 

increases in heart rate (Cisler, Olatunji, & Lohr, 2009). Typical behavioral outcomes of fear, 122 

such as freezing, fleeing, or opening the eyes wide to maximize visual awareness, also 123 
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qualitatively differ from the behavioral outputs typical of disgust, such as nausea/vomiting, 124 

measured withdrawal, and constricting the face to restrict access by pathogens to mouth, nose, 125 

and eyes (Tybur et al., 2013). This overall pattern indicates that the threats most evocative of fear 126 

(e.g., aggressive conspecifics, precipitous heights) require distinct avoidance tactics relative to 127 

the threats most evocative of disgust (Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005; Holbrook, 2016). In light of the 128 

functional distinctions between fear and disgust, and the prior literature indicating that feelings 129 

of disgust frequently attend cues of moral violations, it may plausibly be the case that, as 130 

observed by Molho et al. (2017), disgust evinces a stronger relationship with indirect aggression 131 

in response to transgressors than does fear. Given the balance of shared threat-avoidance themes 132 

on the one hand, and the individuating input-output logics of the two emotions on the other, the 133 

extent to which disgust and fear operate similarly in response to moral transgressions varying in 134 

fitness costs is an empirical question difficult to predict on a priori theoretical grounds. We 135 

explore this issue in the present research. 136 

The sociofunctional account predicts that moral transgressions which inflict substantial 137 

fitness costs should elicit anger. Molho and colleagues manipulated relative cost by comparing 138 

reactions to harms to an acquaintance versus the self, but their model makes comparable 139 

predictions with regard to harms to other people, provided that said harms entail relatively high 140 

fitness costs to the self. Ceteris paribus, the heightened costs of harm to kin should also trigger 141 

greater anger and direct aggression in contrast to when the same harm befalls acquaintances. 142 

Anger and aggression on behalf of another may be conceptualized as a form of aid, and prior 143 

research shows that individuals are more willing to incur costs in order to aid close kin than 144 

acquaintances, friends, or distant kin (Stewart-Williams, 2007). Beyond genetic fitness benefits, 145 

deterring harm to kin via angry intervention also confers benefits insofar as kin typically provide 146 
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primary social support in times of need (Burton-Chellew & Dunbar, 2015). Therefore, we tested 147 

the sociofunctional model’s predictions with regard to immoral harms to siblings as well as to 148 

the self. 149 

Hypotheses and Overview of Studies. In three studies, we sought to replicate Molho et 150 

al.’s (2017) findings, and to extend the sociofunctional account of anger and disgust to reactions 151 

to sibling harm.  152 

We evaluated four interrelated predictions generated by the sociofunctional account of 153 

moral emotions:  154 

1) Violations against one’s sibling or oneself will evoke greater anger than violations 155 

against an acquaintance.  156 

 2) Violations against one’s sibling or oneself will evoke less disgust than violations 157 

against an acquaintance. 158 

3) Violations against one’s sibling or oneself will evoke greater inclinations toward direct 159 

aggression than violations against an acquaintance.  160 

4) Anger should positively correlate with direct (but not indirect) aggression, whereas 161 

disgust should positively correlate with indirect (but not direct) aggression. 162 

Additionally, we exploratorily compared the prevalence and domain-specificity of disgust versus 163 

fear reactions in each study. 164 

 In Study 1, we examined whether the magnitude of anger and disgust, elicited by 165 

imagining five distinct moral violations, is contingent on the identity of the victim: oneself, one’s 166 

sibling, or an acquaintance. In Study 2, participants again reported their state emotional 167 

responses, this time in response to a single moral violation inflicted on the self, a sibling, or an 168 

acquaintance, and then rated their inclinations to directly and indirectly aggress against the 169 
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transgressor. In Study 3, participants again reported their emotions and aggressive tendencies 170 

contingent on the identity of the victim, but with an added target identity condition: a close 171 

friend. Study 3 thereby allowed us to test whether a “kinship premium,” hypothesized to 172 

adaptively motivate individuals to support family members to a greater extent than is explicable 173 

by emotional closeness alone (Curry, Roberts, & Dunbar, 2013), would generalize to responses 174 

to moral transgressions inflicted on siblings versus friends, such that participants would 175 

experience greater anger, and risk directly aggressing to a greater extent, on behalf of their 176 

siblings than on behalf of their friends. In Study 3, we also assessed self-reported emotions using 177 

distinct response modes (lexical items and facial arrays), to evaluate the generalizability of the 178 

effects of target identity using distinct methods. 179 

The studies in this paper were pre-registered (https://osf.io/8fz6r/), and the full materials, 180 

datasets, and analysis syntax are available in the Supplemental Online Material (SOM).1 181 

Study 1 182 

Methods 183 

  Participants. To account for possible overestimations of effect sizes in the original 184 

research, and anticipating the need to screen online participants for common issues like 185 

incompleteness, we set a large target sample size in Study 1 which, in our three-condition design, 186 

works out to approximately 175% per cell of the sample size utilized by Molho and colleagues in 187 

each cell of their two-condition version of the same design (Molho et al., 107, Study 1). We 188 

recruited 531 adult participants to complete online surveys using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 189 

platform in exchange for $0.65 compensation. We screened for incompleteness, failing catch 190 

questions, age, and reported sex, yielding a final sample of 465 participants (53.5% male, Mage = 191 

36.79, SD = 11.33). 192 
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 Procedure. Participants first reported having an adult brother, sister, both, or neither, and 193 

were then assigned to one of three conditions (Self, N = 154; Sibling, N = 145; Acquaintance, N = 194 

166). Those with a sibling were randomly assigned to any condition, and others were randomly 195 

assigned to either the Self or Acquaintance conditions. (Follow-up tests confirmed the same 196 

overall pattern of results when only including the subset of participants who reported possessing 197 

an adult sibling; see SOM.) The target in the Sibling condition was described as a sister or 198 

brother corresponding with the reported sibling gender, or randomly selected for participants 199 

with siblings of both genders. Participants then read five brief scenarios in which the target 200 

person is violated (e.g., via theft or deception) following Molho et al. (2017, Study 1).  201 

 Participants were next asked to rate the degree to which arrays of faces expressing six 202 

emotions (anger, disgust, sadness, surprise, fear, and happiness) corresponded with their own 203 

feelings while reading the scenario(s). As in Molho et al.’s design, each array included three 204 

distinct male and female faces from the Radboud Faces Database expressing the same emotion 205 

(Langner et al., 2010). Facial arrays were employed to circumvent limitations regarding lexical 206 

self-report (e.g., linguistic associations between ‘anger’ and ‘disgust’) and have been shown to 207 

be an effective alternative to lexical items in previous studies of this nature (see Chapman & 208 

Anderson, 2013; Gutierrez & Giner-Sorolla, 2007). Participants first selected which one of the 209 

six arrays best matched how they felt while reading about the transgression(s), then rated how 210 

well each array reflected their feelings according to a 7-point Likert scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 211 

7 = Strongly agree). Participants were next presented with a forced-choice question probing 212 

whether the anger or disgust array best matched their feelings. Finally, participants answered 213 

demographic questions before being thanked and debriefed.2 214 

Results 215 
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Of the six options, most participants endorsed the anger array (60.4%) or the disgust 216 

array (18.9%) as best reflecting their feelings, with relatively low selections of sadness, surprise, 217 

fear, or happiness. With regard to participants’ mean ratings, anger (M = 5.70, SD = 1.42) and 218 

disgust (M = 4.46, SD = 1.80) were also most strongly endorsed, with relatively low ratings for 219 

sadness, surprise, fear, or happiness (see SOM Table S1). When forced to choose between the 220 

anger or disgust arrays, the majority of participants selected anger (78%) over disgust (22%). 221 

These patterns notably resemble those reported by Molho et al., 2017, Study 1. 222 

 Interaction between target identity and emotion. We tested whether manipulating 223 

target identity influenced ratings of anger versus disgust, using a 3 (scenario target; between-224 

subjects) × 2 (emotion; within-subjects) analysis of variance (ANOVA). Consistent with 225 

Prediction 1, the interaction between scenario target and emotion was statistically significant 226 

F(2, 462) = 11.23, p < .001, ηp2 = .05 (see Table S3 for descriptives). 227 

Effect of target identity on feelings of anger. A follow-up ANOVA with planned 228 

contrasts revealed that, relative to the Acquaintance condition, anger was significantly higher in 229 

both the Self condition, p = .008, 95% CI = [-.73, -.11], and the Sibling condition, p = .009, 95% 230 

CI = [-.74 , -.11], with no significant differences between the Self and Sibling conditions, p = 231 

.980. Prediction 1 was therefore supported. 232 

Effect of target identity on feelings of disgust. Consistent with Prediction 2, relative to 233 

the Acquaintance condition, ratings of disgust were lower in both the Self condition, p = .015, 234 

95% CI = [.10, .88], and the Sibling condition, p = .006, 95% CI = [.16, .96], with no significant 235 

difference between the Self and Sibling, p = .734 (see Figure 1). Therefore, Prediction 2 was 236 

supported. 237 
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Comparisons between disgust and fear. Although few participants selected fear as best 238 

reflecting their feelings (2.4%) and the mean levels of fear (M = 3.31, SD = 1.75) reported in the 239 

overall sample were notably lower relative to disgust (M = 4.46, SD = 1.80), F(1, 464) = 149.73, 240 

p < .001, ηp2 = .24, the mean ratings of fear and disgust were positively correlated, r(464) = .35, 241 

p < .001. We tested whether manipulating target identity influenced ratings of anger versus fear, 242 

again using a 3 (scenario target; between-subjects) × 2 (emotion; within-subjects) ANOVA. The 243 

interaction between scenario target and emotion was statistically significant, F(2, 462) = 7.77, p 244 

< .001, ηp2 = .03, and a follow-up ANOVA with planned contrasts revealed that, relative to the 245 

Acquaintance condition, ratings of fear were lower in both the Self condition, p = .020, 95% CI = 246 

[.07, .84], and the Sibling condition, p = .041, 95% CI = [.02, .79], with no significant difference 247 

between the Self and Sibling, p = .804. Thus, although reported infrequently and at a 248 

substantially lower intensity, fear evinced an overall pattern parallel to that of disgust.   249 

Null effects of scenario target on sadness or surprise. Mixed ANOVAs revealed no 250 

significant interactions between scenario target and emotion contrasts with anger for mean 251 

reported levels of sadness, p = .871, or surprise, p = .052. However, as there was an apparent 252 

marginal interaction with surprise, we conducted a follow-up ANOVA with planned contrasts 253 

which confirmed that there were no significant effects of target identity on surprise in the Self 254 

condition, p = .803, or the Sibling condition, p = .457, relative to the Acquaintance condition.   255 

Discussion 256 

In Study 1, we replicated many of the same patterns observed by Molho et al. (2017, 257 

Study 1), and extended the sociofunctional account of moral emotions to transgressions against 258 

siblings. Hypothetical transgressions against oneself or one’s sibling elicited increased anger, 259 

and decreased disgust, relative to transgressions against an acquaintance, supporting Predictions 260 
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1 and 2. Not only did the sibling target elicit greater anger and reduced disgust relative to the 261 

acquaintance, but also closely comparable levels of anger and disgust to when the victim was the 262 

self (see Figure 1).   263 

The pattern of relatively increased anger and decreased disgust observed in the self and 264 

sibling scenarios is inconsistent with accounts positing that anger and disgust reactions are 265 

equivalent. Notably, however, mean levels of self-reported state fear evinced a parallel effect of 266 

the target identity manipulation to that of state disgust, consistent with the two emotions’ 267 

thematic similarity with regard to avoiding threats, and suggesting that in some respects disgust 268 

and fear reactions to moral violations may be quite similar. At the same time, disgust was second 269 

only to anger as the most frequently selected emotion capturing how participants felt when 270 

envisioning the transgressive acts; very few participants selected fear faces as best representing 271 

their feelings in regard to transgressions, and the mean intensity of reported fear was markedly 272 

lower than the mean intensity of disgust. Thus, similarities in the effects of the scenario 273 

manipulation between fear and disgust notwithstanding, disgust appeared to be more relevant to 274 

moral transgressions.  275 

Although Study 1 conceptually replicated and extended Molho et al.’s predictions with 276 

regard to emotion elicitation, the sociofunctional account focuses on the divergent functions of 277 

each emotion in motivating direct versus indirect aggression. Accordingly, Study 2 closely 278 

replicated the design of Study 1 (and Molho et al., 2017, Study 4), this time using a transgression 279 

scenario featuring a focal adversary regarding whom participants could report their inclinations 280 

toward direct and indirect aggression. Study 2 thereby allowed us to test Predictions 3 and 4. 281 

Study 2 282 

Methods 283 
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 Participants. In Study 2, we lowered our target sample size per cell to approximately 284 

130% of that utilized by Molho et al. (2017, Study 4), as the results of Study 1 indicated that the 285 

effect sizes reported by Molho et al. were estimated accurately. We recruited 680 adult 286 

participants to complete online surveys on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform, again in 287 

exchange for $0.65 compensation. We screened according to the same criteria as in Study 1, 288 

yielding a final sample of 568 (50.0% male, Mage = 37.73, SD = 13.45). 289 

 Procedure. Utilizing the same procedure as in Study 1, participants first reported having 290 

an adult brother, sister, both, or neither, and were then assigned to one of the three conditions 291 

(Self, N = 188; Sibling, N = 202; Acquaintance, N = 178). (Follow-up tests confirmed the same 292 

overall pattern of results when only including the subset of participants who reported possessing 293 

an adult sibling; see SOM.) Participants then read one relatively detailed scenario describing a 294 

partygoer intentionally ashing his cigarette onto a pile of jackets, ruining a jacket belonging to 295 

either the self, a sibling, or an acquaintance (see Molho et al., 2017, Study 4). 296 

 Participants were next asked to rate the degree to which arrays of faces expressing six 297 

emotions (anger, disgust, sadness, surprise, fear, and happiness) corresponded with their own 298 

feelings while reading the scenario(s), as in Study 1. In Study 2, we also assessed inclinations 299 

toward direct versus indirect aggression against the transgressor. Following Molho et al., 2017, 300 

Study 4, five items measured direct aggression (e.g., “I would hit the person described in the 301 

scenario”; α = .84) and five items measured indirect aggression (e.g., “I would try to get others to 302 

dislike the person described in the scenario”; α = .88) according to the same 7-point Likert scale 303 

(1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree). Indirect and direct aggression were significantly 304 

correlated, r(567) = .47, p < .001. The sociofunctional approach does not indicate that direct 305 

versus indirect forms of aggression are mutually exclusive, but only that direct [indirect] 306 
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strategies should be preferred when the severity of the costs inflicted by a transgressor is 307 

relatively high [low]. To elucidate potentially unique relationships between the degree of costs 308 

inflicted and inclinations toward direct versus indirect aggression, we planned to control for 309 

covariation between the two strategies. Additionally, following Molho et al., we planned to 310 

control for participant sex in analyses of aggressive tendencies, given prior research 311 

documenting consistent sex differences in direct aggression (Archer, 2004). Finally, participants 312 

answered demographic questions before being thanked and debriefed. 313 

Results 314 

Of the six options, most participants endorsed the anger array (53.9%) or the disgust 315 

array (22.5%) as best reflecting their feelings, with relatively low selections of sadness, surprise, 316 

fear, or happiness. With regard to participants’ mean ratings, anger (M = 5.72, SD = 1.42) and 317 

disgust (M = 4.93, SD = 1.78) were also most strongly endorsed, with relatively low ratings for 318 

sadness, surprise, fear, or happiness (see SOM Table S5). When forced to choose between the 319 

anger or disgust arrays, the majority of participants selected anger (63.9%) over disgust (36.1%). 320 

(These patterns notably resemble those reported in the present Study 1 and by Molho et al.’s 321 

closely comparable Study 4.) 322 

 Interaction between target identity and emotion. We next tested whether manipulating 323 

target identity influenced ratings of anger versus disgust, using a 3 (scenario target; between-324 

subjects) × 2 (emotion; within-subjects) ANOVA. Consistent with Prediction 1 and the findings 325 

of Study 1, the interaction between scenario target and emotion was statistically significant, F(2, 326 

565) = 7.79, p < .001, ηp2 = .03 (see Table S7 for descriptives). 327 

Effect of target identity on feelings of anger. Follow-up ANOVAs with planned 328 

contrasts revealed that, relative to the Acquaintance condition, anger was significantly higher in 329 
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both the Self condition, p = .001, 95% CI = [-.78 , -.20], and the Sibling condition, p = .007, 95% 330 

CI = [-.67 , -.11], with no significant differences between the Self and Sibling conditions, p = 331 

.492 (see Figure 2). Prediction 1 was therefore supported. 332 

Effect of target identity on feelings of disgust. Departing from the results of Study 1, 333 

ratings of disgust were not significantly lower in the Self condition, p = .066, 95% CI = [-.02, 334 

.71] or Sibling condition relative to the Acquaintance condition, p = .167, 95% CI = [-.11, .61]. 335 

Prediction 2 was therefore not supported. As in Study 1, there was no significant difference 336 

between the Self and Sibling conditions, p = .621 (see Figure 2). 337 

Interaction between target identity and aggression. Effects of target identity on ratings 338 

of direct versus indirect aggression were assessed using a 3 (scenario target; between-subjects) × 339 

2 (aggression; within-subjects) analysis of covariance (ANCOVA; see SOM Table S7 for 340 

descriptives). In light of well-documented sex differences in aggression (e.g., Archer, 2004), and 341 

following Molho et al. (2017), we controlled for participant sex. Consistent with Prediction 3, the 342 

interaction between scenario target and aggression was significant, F(2, 564) = 7.43, p = .001, 343 

ηp2 = .03.  344 

Effect of target identity on direct aggression. A follow-up ANCOVA (controlling for 345 

sex and covarying preferences for indirect aggression) revealed a main effect of condition on 346 

direct aggression, F(2, 563) = 16.32, p < .001, ηp2 = .06. Planned contrasts showed that ratings of 347 

direct aggression were significantly lower in the Acquaintance condition relative to both the Self 348 

condition, p < .001, 95% CI = [-.96, -.46], and Sibling condition, p < .001, 95% CI = [-.75, -.26], 349 

with no significant difference between the Self and Sibling, p = .109 (see Figure 3). Prediction 3 350 

was therefore supported. 351 
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Effect of target identity on indirect aggression. An ANCOVA with planned contrasts 352 

(controlling for sex and covarying preferences for direct aggression) showed no main effect of 353 

condition on ratings of indirect aggression, p = .135. 354 

Domain-specific correlations between disgust, anger, and aggression. Consistent with 355 

Prediction 4, state anger was correlated with direct aggression, r(567) = .11, p = .007, but not 356 

indirect aggression, p = .99, whereas state disgust was correlated with indirect aggression, r(567) 357 

= .09, p = .024, but not direct aggression, p = .50.   358 

Anger partially mediates the effect of target identity on direct aggression. Next, we 359 

examined whether the significant effects of the Self or Sibling conditions on direct aggression 360 

relative to the Acquaintance condition were mediated by anger and/or disgust (entered as 361 

simultaneous potential mediators), controlling for participant sex and covarying indirect 362 

aggression, using PROCESS for SPSS (Hayes, 2013). Anger was positively related to direct 363 

aggression, b = 0.10, 95% CI = [0.03, 0.17], p < .001, whereas disgust was not, b = 0.02, 95% CI 364 

= [−0.04, 0.08], p = .58. Likewise, the relative direct effects of target condition on direct 365 

aggression were significant for both Self, b = 0.66, 95% CI = [0.41, 0.92], p < .001, and Sibling, 366 

b = 0.47, 95% CI = [0.23, 0.72], p < .001. Lastly, we observed relative indirect effects of target 367 

condition on endorsement of direct aggression via anger in the Self condition, b = 0.05, and the 368 

Sibling condition, b = 0.04 (see Figure 4). 369 

Comparisons between disgust and fear.  As in Study 1, although few participants 370 

selected fear as best reflecting their feelings (6.4%) and the mean levels of fear (M = 3.89, SD = 371 

1.87) reported in the overall sample were again substantially low relative to disgust (M = 4.93, 372 

SD = 1.78), F(1, 567) = 128.22, p < .001, ηp2 = .18, mean ratings of fear and disgust were 373 

positively correlated, r(567) = .29, p < .001. We again tested whether manipulating target 374 
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identity influenced ratings of anger versus fear, using a 3 (scenario target; between-subjects) × 2 375 

(emotion; within-subjects) ANOVA. The interaction between scenario target and emotion was 376 

statistically significant, F(2, 565) = 8.66, p < .001, ηp2 = .03, and follow-up ANOVAs with 377 

planned contrasts revealed that, relative to the Acquaintance condition, ratings of fear were lower 378 

in both the Self condition, p = .024, 95% CI = [.06, .82], and the Sibling condition, p = .027, 379 

95% CI = [.05, .80], with no significant difference between the Self and Sibling condition, p = 380 

.93. Finally, like disgust, mean ratings of fear were positively correlated with indirect aggression, 381 

r(567) = .09, p = .030, but not direct aggression, r(567) = -.08, p = .058. Thus, as in Study 1, 382 

although reported infrequently and at a substantially lower intensity, fear again displayed an 383 

overall pattern parallel to that of disgust. Notably, fear evinced the effect of the target identity 384 

manipulation predicted, but not observed, for disgust. 385 

Null effects of scenario target on sadness and surprise. Departing from expectations and 386 

the results of Study 1, a mixed ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between scenario 387 

target and emotion contrast with anger for mean reported levels of sadness, F(2, 565) = 3.97, p = 388 

.019, ηp2 = .02. However, a follow-up ANOVA with planned contrasts confirmed that there were 389 

no significant effects of target identity on sadness in the Self condition, p = .429, or the Sibling 390 

condition, p = .201, relative to the Acquaintance condition. A parallel mixed ANOVA revealed a 391 

similar interaction for mean reported levels of surprise, F(2, 565) = 5.62, p = .004, ηp2 = .004. 392 

However, as with sadness, a follow-up ANOVA with planned contrasts revealed no significant 393 

effects of target identity on surprise in the Self condition, p = .089, or the Sibling condition, p = 394 

.412, relative to the Acquaintance condition.   395 

Discussion 396 
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In Study 2, greater anger was reported when the transgression harmed the self or a sibling 397 

relative to an acquaintance, and participants reported greater inclinations to directly aggress 398 

against the transgressor when the victim was a sibling or the self, in a pattern that was partially 399 

mediated by heightened anger. These findings support Predictions 1, 3, and 4, replicating and 400 

extending patterns observed in Study 1 and, with regard to the effects of the Self versus 401 

Acquaintance manipulation, the results of Molho et al.’s Study 4 (2017). However, departing 402 

from the findings reported by Molho and colleagues, and inconsistent with Prediction 2, we did 403 

not find significant effects of the target identity manipulation on either state disgust or indirect 404 

aggression.  405 

As in Study 1, state fear displayed a pattern notably parallel to that of state disgust. Both 406 

emotions positively correlated with indirect aggression and, strikingly, mean fear was 407 

significantly greater when the victim was framed as an acquaintance than when framed as the 408 

self or a sibling, in the same pattern that had been predicted to obtain with respect to disgust, but 409 

which was not observed in Study 2. As in Study 1, remarkably few participants identified fear as 410 

best reflecting their feelings about the transgression relative to disgust, and the mean intensity of 411 

reported fear was substantially lower than that of disgust, although the two emotions again 412 

appeared to operate comparably in contexts of moral violations. Broadly consistent with a 413 

sociofunctional approach, participants reported less fear when fitness costs were high, and 414 

greater fear when costs were low and direct confrontation was de-incentivized. 415 

Although our overall pattern of results generally bolsters the sociofunctional account of 416 

moral emotions and associated motivations, particularly in regard to anger and direct aggression, 417 

both Molho and colleagues (2017, Study 4) and the present Study 2 failed to detect significantly 418 

heightened indirect aggression when harm befell acquaintances. Speculatively, the muted effect 419 
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of target identity on state disgust observed in Study 2 may owe to the relative mildness of the 420 

jacket-ruining transgression scenario in comparison to the violations utilized in Study 1 (e.g., 421 

stealing all the money from a bank account). Alternatively, participants may have found it 422 

unrealistic to indirectly aggress (e.g., “I would tell a friend an embarrassing secret I've heard 423 

about this person”) a person at a party, described in the scenario as “a man that you recognize, 424 

but whom you're not friends with,” who they would presumably know little about. Had the 425 

scenario been structured in a manner rendering indirect forms of aggression more relevant, such 426 

as by framing the transgressor as an acquaintance from within a shared community, depicting the 427 

transgression as harming an acquaintance may indeed have significantly heightened reported 428 

tendencies toward indirect aggression. These possibilities are explored in Study 3. 429 

 Study 3 was also intended to address whether heightened anger and inclinations to 430 

directly aggress on behalf of siblings derive from feelings of affiliation which might generalize 431 

equally to non-kin, or whether these patterns are token examples of the “kinship premium” 432 

hypothesized to adaptively motivate individuals to support family members to a greater extent 433 

than is explicable by emotional closeness alone (Curry, Roberts, & Dunbar, 2013). We therefore 434 

added a Friend condition, and measures of affiliation applied to either a close adult friend or 435 

sibling.  436 

Finally, the preceding two studies and most of Molho et al.’s (2017) research relies on 437 

reporting state emotion via facial arrays. Following Molho et al. and other research groups, we 438 

have employed facial arrays to address the possibility that lexical self-report measures may not 439 

distinguish well between disgust and other negative emotions, particularly anger, due to semantic 440 

conflation of the words “anger” and “disgust” among English speakers (Chapman & Anderson, 441 

2013; Nabi, 2002). Self-report using facial arrays provides an alternative to such potential 442 
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linguistic confusion, but reliance on any one method raises the possibility that observed effects 443 

are bounded by that method. Therefore, Study 3 incorporated lexical measures to assess the 444 

generalizability of the results across methods, and to ascertain whether the distinct profiles of 445 

anger and disgust become blurred when assessed lexically. 446 

Study 3  447 

Methods 448 

Participants. In Study 3, we recruited 760 adult participants to complete online surveys 449 

on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform in exchange for $0.65 compensation. The sample size of 450 

Study 3 was increased relative to Study 2 due to the addition of a between-subjects Friend 451 

condition. We screened according to the same criteria as in Studies 1 and 2, yielding a final 452 

sample of 575 (49.4% male, Mage = 38.45, SD = 11.73). 453 

Procedure. Participants first reported having an adult brother, sister, both, or neither and 454 

were then assigned to one of four conditions (Self, N = 150; Sibling, N = 133; Friend, N = 152; 455 

Acquaintance, N = 140). Those with a sibling were randomly assigned to any condition, and 456 

those without a sibling were randomly assigned to the Friend, Self, or Acquaintance conditions 457 

(Follow-up tests confirmed that the same general overall pattern of results when only including 458 

the subset of participants who reported possessing an adult sibling; see SOM). Participants then 459 

read four brief scenarios in which the target person is violated (e.g., via theft or deception), as in 460 

Study 1.3 To portray the transgressor as a member of a shared community with the participant, 461 

and thereby render indirect aggression a feasible strategy, the transgressor was described in each 462 

scenario as “a guy you know.” 463 

Participants were next asked to select which of the four scenarios was most personally 464 

upsetting, and then to rate the degree to which the same emotions assessed in the prior two 465 
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studies (anger, disgust, sadness, surprise, fear, and happiness) corresponded with their own 466 

feelings, while vividly imagining that particular scenario occurring. Emotional responses were 467 

rated according to both facial arrays (as in Studies 1 and 2) and lexical terms for all participants 468 

(counterbalanced order). The six lexical terms were angry, happy, fear, grossed out/disgusted, 469 

surprised, and sad. Participants first selected which one of the six choices (arrays or lexical 470 

terms) best matched how they felt while reading about the focal transgression scenario, then 471 

were asked to rate how well each array/lexical item reflected their feelings according to a 7-point 472 

Likert scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree). Next, participants were presented with a 473 

forced-choice question (answered according to both facial arrays and lexical items) probing 474 

whether anger or disgust best matched their feelings. The facial array and lexical results are 475 

presented side-by-side to facilitate comparison. 476 

Finally, utilizing the same instruments as in Study 2, we assessed inclinations toward 477 

direct aggression (α = .90) versus indirect aggression (α = .86) against the transgressor. Indirect 478 

and direct aggression were again significantly correlated, r(574) = .51, p < .001. Accordingly, as 479 

in Study 2, we planned to conduct follow-up analyses controlling for covariation between the 480 

two strategies in order to reveal potentially unique relationships between experimental condition, 481 

emotion, and inclinations toward direct versus indirect aggression. 482 

To explore the role of affiliation, we collected measures of both subjective and objective 483 

closeness to the friend or sibling using measures modified from the Adult Sibling Relationship 484 

Questionnaire (Lanthier & Stacker, 1992). The overall closeness measure was comprised of two 485 

4-item subscales: subjective closeness (e.g., “How often do you talk to your [sibling/friend] 486 

about things that are important to you?”; sibling closeness α = .92, friend closeness α = .94) and 487 

objective closeness (e.g., “How often do you and your [sibling/friend] see each other?”; sibling α 488 
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= .96, friend α = .85). The two subscales utilized distinct rating scales (objective closeness: 1 = 489 

At least once a week, 2 = At least once a month, 3 = At least once in 6 months, 4 = At least once 490 

a year, 5 = Less than once a year; subjective closeness: 1 = Never; 2 = Rarely; 3 = Occasionally; 491 

4 = Regularly). In addition, we administered versions of the Relationship Closeness Scale 492 

(Dibble, Levine & Park, 2012), which also measures feelings of affiliation, customized to apply 493 

to a friend or to a sibling. The scale consisted of ten items (e.g., “When we are apart, I miss my 494 

[sibling/friend] a great deal,” “My relationship with my [sibling/friend] is close,” sibling α = .97, 495 

friend α = .95) rated according to a 7-point Likert scale (1 = Strongly disagree; 7 = Strongly 496 

agree). All participants were asked to complete the friend closeness measures. Participants who 497 

reported having an adult sibling (N = 499) were also asked to complete the sibling closeness 498 

measures, yielding a final subsample of 457 participants who completed both sets of measures 499 

(see SOM for analyses limited to this subsample). Finally, participants answered demographic 500 

questions before being thanked and debriefed. 501 

Results 502 

Of the six facial array options, most participants once again endorsed anger (72.9%) or 503 

disgust (13.9%) as best reflecting their feelings, with relatively low selections of sadness, 504 

surprise, fear, or happiness. With regard to the six lexical options, most participants also 505 

endorsed anger (84.9%), but departing from the pattern observed using facial arrays, more 506 

participants selected sadness (6.6%) than disgust (4.7%), potentially because the phrase 507 

employed to minimize semantic conflation with ‘anger’ was ‘grossed out / disgusted’. As with 508 

the facial arrays, relatively few participants selected lexical surprise or fear as best reflecting 509 

their feelings about the transgression. 510 
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With regard to participants’ mean ratings of each state emotion, anger was most strongly 511 

endorsed (facial: M = 6.16, SD = 1.06; lexical: M = 6.46, SD = .96), followed by sadness (facial: 512 

M = 4.32, SD = 1.77; lexical: M = 5.01, SD = 1.60) and then disgust (facial: M = 4.30, SD = 513 

1.87; lexical: M = 3.90, SD = 1.90), with relatively low ratings for fear or happiness (see SOM 514 

Table S9). Thus, ratings of sadness were unexpectedly evident as an emotional response to the 515 

focal moral transgression in Study 3 to a greater extent than in prior studies, in terms of both the 516 

facial array and lexical measures, suggesting that when asked to select which scenario was most 517 

personally upsetting, participants tended to select a scenario which elicited a relatively high 518 

degree of sadness. Also departing from the pattern observed with regard to facial arrays, 519 

participants’ mean lexical ratings of surprise (M = 4.40, SD = 1.71) were slightly higher than 520 

their lexical ratings of ‘grossed-out / disgusted’. When forced to dichotomously choose between 521 

anger or disgust, the majority of participants selected anger (facial: 84.7%; lexical: 95.0%) over 522 

disgust (facial: 15.3%; lexical: 5.0%), as in both prior studies.  523 

Contrasts between Sibling and Friend closeness. We compared feelings of closeness 524 

within the subsample of participants who reported having both an adult sibling and a close 525 

friend, using a series of within-subjects ANOVAs. With regard to objective closeness, 526 

participants reported greater closeness to their friend (M = 4.00, SD = .93) than to their sibling 527 

(M = 3.20, SD = .95), F(1, 456) = 142.38, p < .001, ηp2 = .24. With regard to subjective 528 

closeness, participants also reported greater closeness to their friend (M = 3.28, SD = .73) than to 529 

their sibling (M = 2.60, SD = 1.21), F(1, 456) = 101.40, p < .001, ηp2 = .18. Finally, participants 530 

also reported greater subjective closeness to their friend (M = 4.98, SD = 1.34) than to their 531 

sibling (M = 4.17, SD = 1.74) when assessed according to the ten-item Relationship Closeness 532 

Scale, F(1, 456) = 85.17, p < .001, ηp2 = .16. Follow-up analyses confirmed that this pattern 533 
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remains highly significant for all three measures when controlling for target condition, ps < .001, 534 

within only the subsample of participants assigned to the Sibling condition, ps < .01, and within 535 

only the subsample of participants assigned to the Friend condition, ps < .001. In summary, 536 

pooling conditions, participants reported substantially greater objective and subjective closeness 537 

to their friends than to their siblings. Follow-up tests also confirmed that including the three 538 

paired sibling and friend closeness measures does not alter the overall pattern of results.4 539 

         Interaction between target identity and emotion. We next tested whether manipulating 540 

target identity influenced ratings of anger versus disgust, using a 4 (scenario target; between-541 

subjects) × 2 (emotion; within-subjects) analysis of variance (ANOVA). Again consistent with 542 

Prediction 1 and replicating Studies 1 and 2, the interaction between scenario target and emotion 543 

was statistically significant (facial: F[3, 571] = 7.30, p < .001, ηp2 = .04; lexical: F[3, 571] = 544 

10.41, p < .001, ηp2 = .05; see Tables S11 and S12 for descriptives).  545 

Effect of target identity on feelings of anger. Follow-up ANOVAs with planned 546 

contrasts revealed that, as in Studies 1 and 2, anger was significantly higher in both the Self 547 

condition (facial: p = .013, 95% CI = [-.55, -.07]; lexical: p < .001, 95% CI = [-.67, -.23]), and 548 

the Sibling condition (facial: p = .006, 95% CI = [-.60, -.10]; lexical: p = .006, 95% CI = [-.54, -549 

.09]) relative to the Acquaintance condition. Prediction 1 was therefore supported. By contrast, 550 

ratings of anger did not significantly differ between the Acquaintance and Friend conditions 551 

(facial: p = .254, 95% CI = [-.39, .10], lexical: p = .092, 95% CI = [-.03, .40]) (see Figure 5). 552 

As in Studies 1 and 2, planned contrasts revealed no significant differences between 553 

feelings of anger in the Self and Sibling conditions (facial: p = .741, lexical: p = .215).  554 

However, although there were no significant differences in anger between the Self and the Friend 555 

conditions when assessed with facial arrays (p = .168), participants did report significantly 556 
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higher anger in the Self condition relative to the Friend condition when responding to the lexical 557 

item (p = .015, 95% CI = [.05, .48]). We detected no significant differences in anger between the 558 

Sibling and the Friend conditions (facial: p = .096, lexical: p = .215).  559 

Effect of target identity on feelings of disgust. Consistent with Prediction 2 and the 560 

results of Study 1, relative to the Acquaintance condition, ratings of disgust were lower in both 561 

the Self condition (facial [in a marginal effect]: p = .057, 95% CI = [-.01, .85]; lexical: p = .003, 562 

95% CI = [.23, 1.10]), and the Sibling condition (facial: p = .001, 95% CI = [.32, 1.21]; lexical: 563 

p < .001, 95% CI = [.37, 1.26]). Prediction 2 was therefore supported. Ratings of disgust did not 564 

significantly differ between the Acquaintance and the Friend condition when assessed using 565 

facial arrays (p = .338, 95% CI = [-.22, .64]), although they were significantly lower in the 566 

Friend condition when measured with lexical items (p = .041, 95% CI = [.02, .88]) (see Figure 567 

5).  568 

Replicating the findings of Studies 1 and 2, planned contrasts revealed no significant 569 

differences between feelings of disgust in the Self and Sibling conditions (facial: p = .117, 570 

lexical: p = .505). Likewise, we observed no significant differences in disgust ratings between 571 

the Self and Friend conditions (facial: p = .332, lexical: p = .323). However, there were 572 

significantly lower levels of disgust reported in the Sibling condition relative to the Friend 573 

conditions when assessed with facial arrays (p = .012, 95% CI = [-.99, -.12]), but not with lexical 574 

items, p = .104. 575 

Interaction between target identity and aggression. Effects of target identity on ratings 576 

of direct versus indirect aggression were assessed using a 4 (scenario target; between-subjects) × 577 

2 (aggression; within-subjects) ANCOVA (see SOM Table S11 for descriptives). As in Study 2, 578 

we controlled for participant sex. Follow-up tests confirmed that including this covariate did not 579 
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alter the pattern of results. Consistent with Prediction 3, and as in Study 2, the interaction 580 

between scenario target and aggression was significant, F(3, 571) = 12.43, p < .001, ηp2 = .06.  581 

Effect of target identity on direct aggression. A follow-up ANCOVA with planned 582 

contrasts (controlling for sex and covarying preferences for indirect aggression) showed that 583 

ratings of direct aggression were significantly lower in the Acquaintance condition relative to all 584 

three contrast conditions: the Self condition, p < .001, 95% CI = [-1.44, -.79], Sibling condition, 585 

p < .001, 95% CI = [-1.49, -.83], and the Friend condition, p = .004, 95% CI = [-.79, -.16]. 586 

Prediction 3 was therefore supported. Also as observed in Study 2, there was no significant 587 

difference in direct aggression ratings between the Self and Sibling conditions, p = .77. By 588 

contrast, inclinations toward direct aggression were significantly higher in both the Self 589 

condition, p < .001, 95% CI = [-.96, -.33], and the Sibling condition, p = .001, 95% CI = [-1.01, -590 

.37], relative to the Friend condition (see Figure 6).  591 

Effect of target identity on indirect aggression. As in Study 2, an ANCOVA with 592 

planned contrasts (controlling for sex and covarying preferences for direct aggression) showed 593 

no main effect of condition on ratings of indirect aggression, p = .108.  594 

 Domain-specific correlations between emotion and aggression. As in Study 2, state 595 

anger was positively correlated with direct aggression (facial: r[574] = .21, p < .001; lexical: 596 

r[574] = .30, p < .001). Against expectations, state anger was also positively correlated with 597 

indirect aggression (facial: r[574] = .16, p < .001; lexical: r[574] = .20, p < .001). We therefore 598 

conducted exploratory partial correlations, finding that when controlling for direct aggression, 599 

state anger was no longer significantly correlated with indirect aggression (facial: p = .140; 600 

lexical: p = .183), whereas state anger remained significantly correlated with direct aggression 601 

when controlling for indirect aggression (facial: r[572] = .16, p < .001; lexical: r[572] = .23, p < 602 
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.001). Thus, consistent with Prediction 4, state anger evinced a domain-specific association with 603 

direct aggression when covariance with indirect aggression was accounted for. Also consistent 604 

with Prediction 4, and as observed in Study 2, state disgust was significantly positively 605 

correlated with indirect aggression (facial: r[574] = .12, p = .003; lexical: r[574] = .09, p = .042), 606 

but not with direct aggression (facial: p = .113; lexical: p = .173).  607 

Anger partially mediates the effect of target identity on direct aggression.  Next, as 608 

in Study 2, we tested whether the significant effects of the Self or Sibling conditions on direct 609 

aggression relative to the Acquaintance condition were mediated by anger and/or disgust 610 

(entered as simultaneous potential mediators), controlling for participant sex and covarying 611 

indirect aggression, using PROCESS for SPSS (Hayes, 2013).  612 

Replicating the results of Study 2, and whether assessed via facial arrays or lexical items, 613 

state anger was positively related to direct aggression (facial: b = 0.19, 95% CI = [0.08, 0.29], p 614 

< .001; lexical: b = 0.30, 95% CI = [0.18, 0.42], p < .001), whereas disgust was not (facial: b = 615 

0.02, 95% CI = [-0.04, 0.08], p = .47; lexical: b = 0.04, 95% CI = [-0.02, 0.10], p = .21). The 616 

relative direct effects of target condition on direct aggression were significant for both the Self 617 

condition (facial: b = 1.03, 95% CI = [0.71, 1.35], p = .005; lexical: b = 1.11, 95% CI = [0.79, 618 

1.43], p < .001), Sibling condition (facial: b = 1.11, 95% CI = [0.78, 1.44], p < .001; lexical: b = 619 

1.16, 95% CI = [0.83, 1.49], p < .001), and Friend Condition (facial: b = 0.46, 95% CI = [0.14, 620 

0.78], p = .004; lexical: b = 0.45, 95% CI = [0.13, 0.76], p = .005). Finally, we observed relative 621 

indirect effects of target condition on endorsement of direct aggression via anger in the Self 622 

condition (facial: b = 0.05; lexical: b = .12), Sibling condition (facial: b = 0.05; lexical: b = 623 

0.08), and Friend condition (facial: b = 0.02; lexical: b = 0.04) (see Figure 7). 624 
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Comparisons between disgust and fear. As in the prior studies, very few participants 625 

selected fear as best reflecting their feelings (facial: 2.1%; lexical: 1.0%) and the mean levels of 626 

fear (facial: M = 3.33, SD = 1.76; lexical: M = 2.86, SD = 1.74) were notably lower relative to 627 

disgust (facial: M = 4.30, SD = 1.87, F[1, 574] = 111.51, p < .001, ηp2 = .16; lexical: M = 3.90, 628 

SD = 1.90, F[1, 574] = 117.71, p < .001, ηp2 = .17). Also as in Studies 1 and 2, mean ratings of 629 

fear and disgust were positively correlated (facial: r[574] = .27, p < .001; lexical: r[574] = .22, p 630 

< .001). We again tested whether manipulating target identity influenced ratings of anger versus 631 

fear, using a 4 (scenario target; between-subjects) × 2 (emotion; within-subjects) ANOVA. The 632 

interaction between scenario target and emotion was not statistically significant when measured 633 

using facial arrays, p = .186, but it was significant when assessed using lexical items, F(3, 571) = 634 

5.70, p = .001, ηp2 = .03. Follow-up ANOVAs with planned contrasts revealed that, relative to 635 

the Acquaintance condition, lexical ratings of fear were higher in both the Self condition, p < 636 

.001, 95% CI = [-1.61, -.84], and the Sibling condition, p = .039, 95% CI = [-.82, -.02], with no 637 

such difference in the Friend condition, p = .227. This is the reverse of the pattern observed for 638 

state disgust. In another departure from the pattern characteristic of disgust ratings, which have 639 

not significantly differed between the Self and Sibling conditions in any of the three studies, 640 

lexical fear ratings were also significantly higher in the Self condition compared with the Sibling 641 

condition, p < .001, 95% CI = [-1.20, -.42]. Finally, mean ratings of fear were not significantly 642 

positively correlated with indirect aggression when assessed using facial arrays, p = .195, but 643 

were when assessed with lexical items, r(574) = .18, p < .001, and this pattern held when 644 

controlling for covarying direct aggression. Fear was not correlated with direct aggression when 645 

assessed with facial arrays, p = .761, but was positively associated with direct aggression when 646 
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assessed using lexical items, r(574) = .13, p = .003, although this relationship did not hold when 647 

controlling for covarying tendencies to indirectly aggress, p = .320.  648 

Null effects of scenario target on sadness and surprise. Mixed ANOVAs revealed no 649 

significant interactions between scenario target and emotion contrasts with anger for mean 650 

reported levels of sadness (facial: p = .174; lexical: p = .682), or surprise (facial: p = .453; 651 

lexical: p = .218).   652 

Discussion  653 

 Study 3 produced support for all four of the primary predictions, utilizing either facial 654 

arrays or lexical items to measure state emotion. Violations framed as harming either a sibling or 655 

the self elicited greater anger ratings (Prediction 1), lower disgust ratings (Prediction 2), and 656 

stronger inclinations toward direct aggression (Prediction 3) than when framed as harming an 657 

acquaintance. Consistent with Prediction 4, anger was positively associated with direct (but not 658 

indirect) aggression, with the reverse pattern observed for disgust. 659 

 The primary objective of Study 3 was to assess whether immoral acts of harm to friends 660 

versus siblings would comparably arouse anger, and related tendencies toward direct aggression, 661 

to a greater extent than when harm befalls acquaintances, or whether relatedness would 662 

advantage such reactions on behalf of siblings in line with the kinship premium hypothesis 663 

(Curry, Roberts, & Dunbar, 2013). We found that participants reported feeling dramatically 664 

closer to their friends than to their siblings when assessed via three distinct measures. 665 

Nevertheless—and somewhat surprisingly—harm to friends aroused comparable anger to harm 666 

inflicted on a mild acquaintance, and harm to siblings aroused significantly more direct 667 

aggression than did harm to friends. This overall pattern suggests that a kinship premium may 668 

indeed potentiate greater anger and direct aggression when siblings are transgressed against, 669 
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plausibly reflecting an ultimate incentive to deter harm to kin that functions somewhat 670 

orthogonally to proximate mechanisms of affiliation. However, the magnitude of the differences 671 

in reactions to transgressions against siblings versus friends should not be exaggerated. Although 672 

harm to a sibling, but not a friend, evoked significantly greater anger than harm to an 673 

acquaintance, the mean anger ratings between the Sibling and Friend conditions were not 674 

significantly different. Likewise, although the sibling manipulation caused significantly greater 675 

direct aggression ratings than the friend manipulation, it should be noted that, in line with recent 676 

research on third party punishment (Pedersen, McAuliffe, & McCullough, 2018), participants 677 

were more willing to directly aggress on behalf of their friends than on behalf of a mere 678 

acquaintance (see Figure 6).  	679 

The parallels between disgust and fear observed in our previous studies were not evident 680 

in Study 3. Diverging from the findings of Studies 1 and 2, there were no effects of the scenario 681 

target manipulation on fear comparable to the effects observed for disgust when measured with 682 

facial arrays. Moreover, the lexical measure actually indicated increased fear in the Self and 683 

Sibling conditions, whereas disgust significantly decreased in those conditions whether measured 684 

lexically or with facial arrays. As the comparisons between disgust and fear have been 685 

exploratory in nature, and as the discrepant results of Study 3 were unexpected and evident only 686 

in the lexical measure, we will not engage in further conjecture on the matter. At present, 687 

however, the findings of Study 3 can be taken as evidence that the effects of victim identity on 688 

fear and disgust appear to diverge in some contexts.  689 

 Finally, the state affect findings obtained using facial array ratings in the previous studies 690 

appeared mostly to generalize when using lexical measures. We observed comparable results of 691 

the scenario target identity manipulation ratings of both anger and disgust, as well as comparable 692 
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patterns of significant correlations between anger, disgust, and direct or indirect aggression.  693 

Speculatively, our choice of the phrase “grossed out / disgusted” rather than “disgusted” may 694 

have helped to avert semantic conflation of ‘disgust’ and ‘anger’ by highlighting the nausea 695 

component specific to disgust.5 Alongside the broadly equivalent results obtained with the facial 696 

and lexical arrays, there were notable differences in the results obtained with the two 697 

methodological modalities in regard to the percentages of participants selecting which emotion 698 

best reflected their feelings. Thus, while the overall generalizability of the effects provide 699 

reassurance that the present findings and those of Molho and colleagues (2017) are not mere 700 

methodological artifacts of the use of facial arrays to rate state emotion, the differences we did 701 

observe motivate some caution, and continued use of convergent methods in future studies.  702 

General Discussion 703 

 In three studies, we sought to replicate and extend Molho et al.’s (2017) account of moral 704 

emotions to transgressions against siblings. Consistent with the sociofunctional approach, 705 

hypothetical transgressions against oneself or one’s sibling reliably elicited heightened anger and 706 

inclinations toward direct aggression relative to transgressions against an acquaintance 707 

(supporting Predictions 1 and 3). Also echoing Molho et al.’s findings, transgressions against an 708 

acquaintance elicited greater disgust than transgressions against oneself or one’s sibling in Study 709 

1 and Study 3 (supporting Prediction 2), with similar trends observed in Study 2. In further 710 

support of the sociofunctional model, anger consistently predicted direct (but not indirect) 711 

aggression, while disgust evinced the reverse pattern (supporting Prediction 4). Further 712 

bolstering the functional specificity of disgust (and to some extent fear) relative to anger, we 713 

observed no comparable effects of condition on sadness or surprise.   714 
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 Although in broad outline the findings of the present studies accord with the 715 

sociofunctional hypothesis, there are empirical inconsistencies worth noting. In Studies 2 and 3 716 

(as well as in Molho and colleagues’ [2017] Study 4), manipulating target identity did not 717 

significantly influence tendencies toward indirect aggression, despite the effort we made in 718 

modifying the design of Study 3 to render indirect aggression a seemingly viable option. At the 719 

level of method, inclinations toward direct aggression may be easier to manipulate because 720 

directly aggressive strategies readily apply to transgressing strangers, whereas counterfactually 721 

imagining acquaintanceship with a fictional transgressor embedded in a quasi-fictional shared 722 

community may place problematic representational demands on participants that render the 723 

prospect of indirect aggression less salient. At the level of theory, a simpler interpretation may be 724 

that the evolved psychology is more attuned to factors that incentivize versus de-incentivize 725 

direct aggression than indirect aggression, as direct aggression carries greater potential fitness 726 

costs (i.e., physical or reputational harm) and payoffs (i.e., deterrence of future transgression).  727 

 In another set of findings somewhat at odds with Molho et al.’s portrayal of disgust as 728 

deterring direct aggression in a domain-specific manner, mean levels of self-reported state fear 729 

evinced a pattern parallel to that of state disgust in Studies 1 and 2 (but not Study 3). In both of 730 

these studies, state fear was significantly higher in the Acquaintance condition than in either the 731 

Self or Sibling conditions, and fear was also significantly associated with indirect aggression, but 732 

not direct aggression. On the one hand, these parallel effects of fear may be taken as evidence 733 

against the specialization of disgust responses to moral transgressions. On the other hand, a 734 

relatively minute proportion of participants in any of the three studies selected fear faces as best 735 

matching their feelings in response to the transgression scenarios (2.1% - 6.4% across studies) in 736 

comparison with the number of participants who selected disgust faces (13.9% - 22.5% across 737 
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studies), and participants consistently reported a markedly greater mean intensity of feelings of 738 

disgust relative to fear.6 Thus, while it is sensible that individuals would experience fear in 739 

response to transgressive acts of harm, the present data agree with the sizable prior literature 740 

showing that anger and disgust are the predominant emotional responses to moral transgressions.  741 

The observed link between fear and indirect—but not direct—aggression is also 742 

compatible with a sociofunctional approach to aggressive responses to moral transgressions for 743 

two reasons. First, to the extent that fear of the transgressive act indexes the perceived risk posed 744 

by the transgressor, directly aggressive behavioral responses should be discouraged. Second, 745 

participants reported greater fear in response to transgressions against an acquaintance than 746 

against the self or a sibling, whereas an account of emotional responses to moral transgressions 747 

which equates emotions of negative valence would predict the reverse pattern, such that harms to 748 

the self or kin would elicit greater fear (as well as greater disgust). By contrast, the 749 

sociofunctional account linking particular emotions to particular motivations can make sense of 750 

why participants would feel less fear (yet more anger and direct aggression) when the self or a 751 

sibling are harmed than when a near-stranger is harmed. 752 

Study 3 went beyond the aim of replicating and extending Molho and colleagues’ work to 753 

explore the potential proximate mechanisms through which harm to siblings evokes greater 754 

anger, greater direct aggression, and less disgust than harm to acquaintances. Could emotional 755 

affiliation mediate these differences? The kinship premium hypothesis contends that close kin 756 

will be helped to a greater extent than is explained by the tendency to support others due to 757 

emotional closeness (Curry, Roberts, & Dunbar, 2013). Importantly, the sociofunctional 758 

perspective does not entail that such a kinship premium exist, but rather that the risks inherent to 759 

anger and direct aggression should be taken in response to relatively costly transgressions of any 760 
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kind. Transgressions against friends can potentially inflict fitness costs to the self by limiting the 761 

friend’s future capacity to aid the self, in addition to potential costs related to damage to one’s 762 

reputation and/or the friendship in the event that one does not aid one’s friend in confronting 763 

their transgressor. Thus, the sociofunctional account does not suggest that individuals would 764 

display muted patterns of emotional or aggressive responses to friend harm in comparison to 765 

sibling harm, nor does the sociofunctional account conflict with this possibility, largely because 766 

no role for proximate feelings of affiliation has been theoretically specified. The potential 767 

existence of a kinship premium in the context of responses to moral transgressions was therefore 768 

an open empirical question. In the event, the overall findings of Study 3 unambiguously favored 769 

the psychological reality of a kinship premium in responses to immoral harm. These results were 770 

exploratory in nature and invite replication, but can be advanced for now as preliminary evidence 771 

that the parallel patterns observed with regard to responses to harm to self and sibling are not 772 

driven by feelings of kin-affiliation.  773 

Conclusion 774 

 In a series of pre-registered studies, we repeatedly replicated and extended prior work 775 

rooted in the premise that natural selection has shaped emotional reactions to moral 776 

transgressions to contingently track the fitness incentives of direct aggression. It should come as 777 

little surprise that Molho et al.’s (2017) findings proved generally robust, given that their original 778 

studies were also publicly archived, and have been largely conceptually replicated in a recent 779 

pre-registered study (Tybur et al., 2019). Replications which incorporate straightforward 780 

theoretical extensions, as we have pursued here, hold particular promise in building a cumulative 781 

science. It is our hope that other emotion researchers will similarly pursue replication-and-782 

extension projects, not only of studies which are dubious by dint of lacking pre-registration, but 783 
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also of theoretically cogent, methodologically transparent work conducted in the spirit of open 784 

science. Replicable results are primarily valuable to the extent that they capture phenomena 785 

which translate to the real world. Therefore, beyond establishing replicability, researchers should 786 

also take steps to establish validity outside of laboratory or online environments. In the case of 787 

the present results, for example, objective behavioral measures of aggression should be 788 

employed in place of hypothetical questions to reveal whether kinship truly determines the extent 789 

to which individuals directly confront transgressors. Our successful replication and extension of 790 

Molho et al.’s sociofunctional account justifies investment in such behavioral research efforts, 791 

and provides a novel lens—kinship—through which to observe the strategically contingent 792 

nature of moral emotions.   793 
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 883 
Figure 1. Mean ratings of anger and disgust by target condition in Study. Error bars indicate 884 

95% confidence intervals. The dagger and asterisks indicate the significance of the differences 885 

between conditions (†p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001). 886 
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 893 

Figure 2. Mean ratings of anger and disgust by target condition in Study 2. Error bars indicate 894 

95% confidence intervals. The dagger and asterisks indicate the significance of the differences 895 

between conditions (†p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001). 896 
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 900 
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 902 

Figure 3. Mean ratings of direct and indirect aggression by target condition in Study 2. Error 903 

bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. The dagger and asterisks indicate the significance of the 904 

differences between conditions (†p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001). 905 
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 911 
 912 
Figure 4. Unstandardized regression coefficients for the effects of scenario targets on 913 

endorsement of direct aggression, as mediated by ratings of anger and disgust (Study 2). The 914 

models controlled for participant sex, covariances between anger and disgust ratings, and 915 

endorsement of indirect aggression. Values above the dashed arrows refer to residual and total 916 

(in parentheses) direct effects of target identity on endorsements of aggression. Values above the 917 

solid arrows refer to the effects of scenario targets on the potential mediators (anger and disgust) 918 

and their effects on endorsements of direct aggression. The dagger and asterisks indicate 919 

marginally significant and significant paths (†p < .10, *p <.05, **p < .01). 920 

 921 

 922 
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 923 

Figure 5. Mean ratings of anger and disgust by target condition in Study 3 (A) and Study 2 (B). 924 

Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. The dagger and asterisks indicate the significance 925 

of the differences between conditions (†p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001). 926 
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 936 

Figure 6. Mean ratings of direct and indirect aggression by target condition in Study 3. Error 937 

bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. The dagger and asterisks indicate the significance of the 938 

differences between conditions (†p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001). 939 
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 945 

 946 
Figure 7. Unstandardized regression coefficients for the effects of scenario targets on 947 

endorsement of direct aggression, as mediated by ratings of anger and disgust (Study 3). The 948 

models controlled for participant sex, covariances between anger and disgust ratings, and 949 

endorsement of indirect aggression. Values above the dashed arrows refer to residual and total 950 
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(in parentheses) direct effects of target identity on endorsements of aggression. Values above the 951 

solid arrows refer to the effects of scenario targets on the potential mediators (anger and disgust) 952 

and their effects on endorsements of direct aggression. The dagger and asterisks indicate 953 

marginally significant and significant paths (†p < .10, *p <.05, **p < .01). 954 
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Footnotes 974 
 975 

1     In the course of research on potential links between moral emotions and political 976 

orientation, we conducted a similar experiment to Study 1, but in which MTurk participants were 977 

recruited on the basis of a party affiliation criterion, yielding a similar but muted effect of target 978 

identity. Although the findings related to political orientation are withheld pending separate 979 

publication, the results of the measures that were identical to Study 1 are provided in the SOM. 980 

2     In all three studies, we also measured trait differences in aggression, disgust and 981 

sibling closeness to investigate potential interactions with target identity and state emotion in 982 

exploratory analyses (pre-registered as such). Controlling for these variables does not alter the 983 

pattern of results (see SOM). 984 

3     One of the five scenarios used in Study 1 and by Molho and colleagues (2017, Study 985 

1) involved someone sleeping with a romantic partner. This scenario would lead female 986 

participants, in many cases, to imagine the transgressor as female. Accordingly, we did not 987 

include this scenario in Study 3, in order to keep the imagined sex of the transgressor male, as 988 

intended, to parallel Study 2. 989 

4     Although the overall pattern is not altered when controlling for closeness, there is one 990 

outcome which does change. When controlling for objective closeness, subjective closeness, or 991 

subjective closeness measured with the Relationship Closeness Scale, the lexical (but not facial 992 

array) measure of state anger is no longer significantly higher in the Sibling condition relative to 993 

the Acquaintance condition. The reason for this discrepancy between the lexical and facial 994 

results with regard to controlling for closeness is unclear. However, in this instance as well as in 995 

the many results which are unchanged when controlling for closeness, greater observed effects of 996 

the scenario target manipulation on ratings of anger, aggression, and disgust in response to harm 997 
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befalling siblings versus friends cannot be driven by greater feelings of closeness with siblings, 998 

as participants reported greater closeness with their friends.  999 

5     Participants may have associated the lexical item “grossed out / disgusted” more with 1000 

pathogen disgust than with sexual or moral disgust, as the state disgust lexical item demonstrated 1001 

significant positive correlations with trait pathogen disgust and trait sexual disgust, whereas the 1002 

state disgust facial array only significantly correlated with trait moral disgust (see SOM Table 1003 

S10). 1004 

6     These percentage ranges refer to the facial array measures to permit comparability 1005 

across all three studies (the lexical measures of fear and disgust were only used in Study 3). 1006 

 1007 


